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QUAY COUNTY,

CONTEST NOTICE
Serial N'o. 011397
Contest No. 5feU3
lJq.art.ment of, tlio Interior U. S). Lund

fflPPEfJIfJGSrjCTV

O0l:

HUD VALLEY.

lit TucimiiKiri,

DISTRICT COUKT
OF THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF NEW MEXICO, WITHIN
AND FOR THE COTNTY OF

IN THE

iew Mexico
2

January

.

1!I0.

To Mrs. Mattle Falrehild, widow of OUAY.
Jasper C. Falrchild, deceased, of
Oklahoma, and San. run New Jesse C. Pearson,
01utee,
G. S. Hyso unloaded a car of
John Cresap was a pleasant
Contcstoe:
Mexico,
vs.
No.i5i3
flour for C. L. Owen, this week.
You are hereby notified tliat Willcallerat this office Saturday.
Samuel B. Boswell, et al.
iam It. Pago who gives San Jon,
Mr. F. FrWHey, ot Uard, was
J. V. Carter and C. W. Alsdorf New Mexico,
as Ms
addres,
NOTICE OF SALE.
in Monday and ordered the Senti were business callers at this office did on December 23, 11)15, file In thin
corroborated
his
his
address.
office
nel sent to
applicaSaturday.
duly
tion to contest and secure the cance- Wooten
Chas.
In pursuance of judgement of
W. N. Chapman,
The editor was entertained at In Mr in nf
' ' - Arlrt'l Wnmosread Ent.rv
' t w. Jciinr
. llVUI the District Court of the Eighth ;
.
1 'lt mauu
and Uncle jerry Martin were busi- supper at Prof. J. A. Atkins home ' .1oenai
u, uu.jvi
amy
iwr.
l'orStfSEiSealOand WjiNKiScc.15, Judicial District of the State of
ness callers at this office Monday. Saturday evening
Township oN., Range 34E., N. M. P. New Mexico within and for the
Dan Winan cjf the 3 ranch was
C. L. Owen shipped a car of Meridian, and as grounds for his con
County of Quay, in the above ent pleasant caller at the Sentinel
maize brads to the eastern mar- test he alleges that said entryman titled cause rendered October
ytb
or his heirs or legal representative
office Monday, while in town.
ket, this week.
have wholly abandoned the said cn 1915, whereby tho plaintiff obtainMr. Bratelton and family have
Garrett and Delton Jenkins, T. try for more than three years last ed judgment against the defendtin-ti- ll
VVinans
moved to Mrs.
place
M. Abbort, Thomas Carden, and past and next pryor to this date, in ants Samuel B. Boswell, et al.,
that they have not cultivated auy for One hundred and twenty'-Dol-Fahe gets his bouse completed.
others were hauling: maize to town liud on
tlio said entry, or the claim
and eighty-si- x
cents, witu inunto
Thursday.
mid
Original
at
Entry 'during this time
called
was
Dr. Hoggs
of
date
from
terest
or
judgement at
up the improvements thereon,
-night Sunday to see Mrs. Siming-o- n . Mrs. L. J. Shock and children andkept
said abandonment still exists anil eight prr ctnt per annum, until
who .was taken seriously ill.
came in on the local Thursday lias nob been cured , nor has
patent to paid, and for all costs of suit and
morning from Riverside, Oklaho the said entry been earned cither sale of the
load
a
delivered
Garrett Jenkins
property hereinafter
ma, to visit her father A. J. Stem- - under the three or five year law;
White
described:
of milo maize at the J. T.
You are, therefore, fi'lher notified
pie.
place Wednesday.
that the said allegations will be takNOTICE IS HEREBY
J. l.JNeisonano family, came en by this office as having been con- GIVEN, that the undersigned,
G. S. Hyso called en the edirbr in
Wednesday evening from New-lin- fessed by you, and your said entry Sheriff of
(juay County, New Mex
Saturday while in town, Mrs.
Texas. , Mr. Nelson recent- will be canceled thereunder without
will
on
the 3rd day of March
ico,
Tins
several
been sick for
to bo heard thereHyso
ly made a trade for the F. D. Pol- jour futher right
D.
A.
iyr6, at ten o'clock in the
in, either before this office or on apilavs.
len place north ot town.
of said day, at the front
file
to
forenoon
In
fall
this
if
office,
you
peal,
Hoy and William Chapman and
within
the
after
days
tweuty
of
door
the
contest
work
County Court House
Bring your
FOURTH publication of this notice at
W. T. lr. and Charley Drown
Tucumcari, Quay County, New
to
office,
as bliown below, your answer, under
were business cillera at the Stnti-ne- t
Mexico, sell at public auction to
'jath, specifically meeting and responouice while in town Saturday.
the
highest bidder tor cash the
his
Cook
S.
has
sold
interest
these
to
of
J.
allegations
ding
contest,
described property" lying
or
vou
If
fail
edto
within
time
following
in
that
Endee
the
the
Workmen are this week moving
Enterprise to
tile
ofllce
iu
due
this
in
thai
and
you
proof
being
Cook
uay County, New
Mr.
W.
II. Hunter.
l he former Wilkin
and Bebout itor
served a copy of your answer on Mexico; to. wit:
bayo
storrtooiu to the Z. T. McDaniel will ro to Drinkman, Oklahnmu, the said
ccntestunt, either iu person
The Southwest Quarter of the
where he will take charge of the or by
lots in the west part of town.
registered mall, IfthlsBerviceis
Northwest
Quarter . (SU'i-.- (
Brinkman Courier,
inude by the delivery of a copy of your
' NWl-4Mr. Steve Prichard of Mollis,
Section'
of
Five
5
)
answer to tlie contestant lu person,
T. M. Abbott informs us that proof of such service must be either by
Oklahoma, came in Saturday eveTen
Township
jo North of
ning for a visit with his friend C. bis daughter, Miss Nora, who has the Mild contestant's written acknow- , ftaoge Thirty-fiv- e
(33) Kast,
E. Bryson, and to prospect a few been veiy ill at the Physicians ledgment of his recvlnt of the cony.
m. p.
;v
the (iaLe. jof .fta, tecuipt,. or
hospitat tor somerirrW;)r1rbte 4U0.tog
the nrtldnrft of the person by whom That I will apply fhe frfocefda of
to be moved to a private house the delivery was made Mtating when said tale to the . payment ' ot Hard
Wednesday February 2nd was
"
this week.
and where tlio copy a delivered', judgment and costu.
ground hog day, and he certainly
If. luado by n.'giKtcrcd Wall,
'
of
proof
h P. Ward",
j
naw iiis shadow in this neck-'o-th- e
NOTICE.
such swrticc niiifit connisl of the aflid-avSheriff
of
Quay County, N. Mcfj
Woods, so according to tradition j The jumber for ceiling the
of the person by whom the copy
By K. E. Winter Deptrtt.
we can expect six weeks more win-- , church has arrived.
Those who tvas mailed, Htatlng when and tho
'
R.
A.
Prentice,
ptistolllfij to wlikli It was mailed, und
.
tir weather.
jhave subscribed to this cause will (lib afli'lavlt imisti ! ut'coiiiiuiiii.'l
Mcx.
Ttfcuiritari, N.
..
.
j pi case see J. D. Griffiths (Church
by the powlrfiajtcr's receipt lor the
A ttornev for Plaintiff.
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post-ottltr-

o

;
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February 4.

ra

have a good I
supply of Wright's
Celebrated Liquid
We

Smoke and Ham Pick-

le. TRY IT and pre

serve the sweetness ot
YOUR MEAT.

1 1

e,

this

'.

1 Dan ic

YOU ARE RESPECTFULLY.
Invited to visit our inttitu'jon and io give us
a share ofyour business.
,

personal attention which the Officers of
this Bank extend to every customer is a most
The

important faotcr in guaran feeing efficient service
to all.

Pirst NatioaialBank.

l;''v,-:;:-

OF TUCUMCARI, M

lt

1

(Treasurer) and make settlement letter.

dQfi

"Py1

'

Ton should state fn ytmr answer
with turn.
FOR SALE.
Any other
name of the nostolllce to whlcfr
tfie
will
cheerful
be
fund
to this
f
few cfcoice ftrllblooc?
a
liaye
fou desfre fiJiore notices to bw sent
ly received.
Harred Plymoth Koch coclerels or
to joil.
Work will begirt on Monday af- ft V, nofioltfju. Keyfistef.
sale that i wish u drspos of Le- ! ter tne first Sundv
l!cc"olver. fore fbo
Sanc'tez
in
Pcliim
JSaea,
y
February.
setting sabon, wni'ch Ij
Mr. W. W. Richerson, and son
l)ateol'llrst publication .an. 2S, 1!U will sell at the ridaccd
and
out
come
n
s
89
pike of:
if sncond "
Leroy, left Saturdav morning for
r'vh... t, )!(!
be
will
in
Dinner
work.
this.
"
"
' third
" 11, iui! $1.30 each. These are large,
their home at Berlin, Oklahoma, help
" 1 IftUV hcavv bonsd' birds,- of fine mark-- 1
" "
"
visit with thr-i- r arranged for by the La dft.
.rnvrui
J- Griffiths (Treasurer)
intf. 'i'our choice as sold.
,j
fr,v,f th. P.. v.. Rrveon familv.
B.
(Chairman)
Massegee
more
01
two
one
(J.
To
taking
j
any
Mr. W. W, Richerson purchased;
Committee.
Building
wiir
reduction.
a
Star
Kansas
raakt
'Tile
City Weekly
the Forest Brooks quarter section
and this paper to old or new sub- Mrs. J, T. Vl'hite, San Jon, N. M.
of land from Jacob Brnson, and
'
Rev. G. H. McNally, of
scribers otic War $1.10.
Letpy filed on 120 acres of land
contriou-jtio-

ns

THE

.

'

av

.it,

.rtl

m

ri,

came out Saturday

juining'the place his fathers bought
loth being well pleased with the
country.
They expect to mov.
out here and make this country
e
their home. Mr. Richerson
Sentinel sent to his address.

Methodist Church at that place,
also holding the quarterly confer
ence. Presiding Elder G. H.
Givan was unable to fill his ap.
pointment as previously advettis-edThose who attended these
services from this vacinity were,
W. W. Bennett and family, C. L.
Owen, Dr. Boggs and family,
Mrs. Dan Sijnington and children,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Jewell and
Mrs. Maud Anderson.

order-edTth-

mar, Charles H. Kobn, who was
of
ried on the 36th
January to
Miss Hannah Bonem, of Tucum-car- i,

died suddenly Sunday right
at Kansas City, as he and
on their honeymoon trip east.
bride-wer-

after-

noon on the local and drove to
Card, with. Brp. Kelly, Sunday
morning where he dedicated the

e

We understand jbat death was
I licaused by septic poisening.
were
his
brothers
ned
engage.! iir
the mercantile and cattle business
W. C. Willi was seyerely injurHtMontoya. We received word
ed
last Friday by being kicked in
that Lis brother George dropped
stomache and over the heatt
the
dead in Tucumcari Wednesday
und that his aged mother was dy a mule throwing him with,
such force against the fence that
Very ill.
quite a gash was cat in his foreHe and
Beware of Ointments for head over the left eye.
Catarrh that Contain Mercury Mr. Knight were trying to neck
m inorrury will urfly octroy the icima two young mules together when
of mcll ami uompMttly derange the
Mr.
accident occurred.
the
wlioln ivcm whn entnrlrmr It through
tlm inuMiti Burrum. Btwli ti'tlH? should
was
on
kicked
also
the
DrmiGrlDtifltm
on
listed
leg,
Knight
exclt
m.tip
luuuttthln nhi'ilclant, up the domac"
tu" y
fold 10 th goort yott by the same mule, which was quite
tn
..
Irom thorn. Hnll'M
nniMll.lv drlv
r
UT, ooggs
filtarrh Our. inanufaotHred by 1'. J. Painiui lor a lime.
& Co., Tolado. 0., contain! no
to of.o4 .fP. Will..
irri'cury, and (i taken Internally, acting was called
. .
,
Mroctly upon the blood Iand muoou; mirne
na
was aun to be in, town
fucBH ot the aytm.
buying
'
i.'aurrh Cure be suro you r-- tha jmu- TuKsdav to have the stitchea rfc.
in,,
i, la iiiimn mirrnauy un'i muii'i in
j
ri!cdo, Ohio, by F, I. Cheney ti Co. Ten- - moved from, the WQUQd 9
h'
.
old by nrurnUt-- . PrlcB K( ' pr l)(it
forehran,
TIIH fw cenptlpMlo
TckB Mill'a
.
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O'FfEfYS A
fNVKSTMKNT.

THIS IS A HEAL BARGAIN
JJAN

SrUitihW

OPPORTUNITY

1

OR

Most tftaufi'fally
0, (heEastern

Located Town, and, in the
Q'uay County, New Mexico, is Lo-

Pirrest Valley in
cated About the Center of the Vallsy, and is the principal
trading point

erf

the valley.

Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

HERMAN OERHARDT, mgr.,
ACT QUICKLY!

J. T.

Send ui your ertitr right awy, m giv it to our repmnutif, or call anf Kt
ut whn fa toim. If you han mw wbicrfbed to our paper bt fore, do it bow and
get ihett four mapuinet. If you an regular tuWriber to onr paper, wt tug you
to tend ia your renewal at once, and get theit four iMguinee. If you ire a
to any of then maguiaet, Nad your reaewal order to ui and we will extend
for one year.
lubecription
your

.At.

Tucumcari,

WHITE, Local Apt., San Jon.N. M.

;,

er

,

Thinlr M If oa aB (ct Ci9 'our Magazuei for
I II III l UI I If If yea Sakcriba to
paper for oaa year.

or

4

Op
XVJv

We haye fflpl ftopiei of tliee roacuinei on diiplay at our office. Call and
(ee t)wa. ThW f printed on. hook papar with Uluatrated coven, and are full of
clean, intereiting etariee and Initructive artlclee oa Hlitory, Science, Art, Maiic,
Faihion, Fanoy NeoUlfWOrk, General Farmuig, Lift Stock and Poultry.

t

i

FOUR MONTHLY MAGAZINES $11

Cii in iiii n j

eiesie

H

.18

Send Your Ordir Baton You Forget It
TUB

Magazines Will Slop Promptly, WHen Thn !i Up
iiaiim.j. .xrxvtrmr.

$
Jj- -

.18

San Jon, Sentinel
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MOMPT ftlLltF
COMMON AND DURUM WHEAT
CG'tiD
ran be found In rases of Colds, Coughs, ULL
HI
ii
LaOrlppe and Headaches by using
Plants and Heads and Groups for Iden
kic::ey
Laxative Qulnldlne Tablets. Does not
tification Given by the Departaffect the head or stomach. Uuy your
Pome time ago I hail a aevere attack nf
ment of Agriculture.
now.
Adv.
Price 20c
winter's supply
ai mrh
Kidney trouble; my condition
that I was up and down; I
nit nliln
t'tilti'il ftnies IVpnrt- He who starts out to niwt trouble to work more than hull rl the time. I irripnrnl t'V tbe
lui'iit or Agriculture. i
seemed all worn out, hid ni appetite unci
has a short journey.
The plants and hoods of a durum
could not rut at night. I tried wvernl
fientty cleanse your liver and
different remedies all with no rcult. I wheat and of different groups of com.
Not a Myth but an Actuality
LIQUID BLUET
wrote Dr. Kilmer & Co., and they wnt nion wheat are shown In Figs. 1 and
When (he
sluggish bowels while
No, Mr. Grocer, that s mostly water. me a amall sample, which wemed to giva
Shown in the Returns of AgThe common and dirrum wheats
1
then purchased more
Since the war started It's more nearly me relief.
you sleep. .
APPETITE IS POOS
and continued to take it may be separated readily by tho fol- ricultural Statistics and
ell water than ever. Give me Red Swamp-Roo- t
I
health.
restored
until
have
to good
Get a
box.
Cross Ball Blue, that's a
DIGESTION DAD
Every Department of
strong and healthv for the lart
Sick headache, biliousness, dlzzl-M- package of real goodness. You should been
twelve ytara. I cheerfully recommend
Trade and Comcoated tongue, foul taste and foul see my clothes. I Just can't keep Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Koo- t
LAZY
o others who
have kidney trouble.
breath always trace them to torpid from smiling out loud. Adv.
merce.
.
Yours tnlv,
DOWELS CLOOOED
tlTer; delayed, fermenting food In the
. MRS. R. CTtOSSLEY.
A hot temper warps a man's better
sowela or sour, gassy stomach.
SasOkla.
Antlers,
The trade revival in Manitoba,
Poisonous matter clogged In the In- Judgment.
Personally appeared before me this
katchewan and Alberta is an actuality
1915.
1st
of
Mrs.
R.
March,
day
cast
out
Instead
of
Crossley.
testines,
being
and not a myth. There is today a
who subscribed the above statement and
into the GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
f the system la
made oath that the same it true in subot optimism In the air. Just as
spirit
YOU SHOULD TRY
Mood. When this poison reaches the
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR stance and in fart.
two years ago there prevailed the op
ED. BROWN. Notary Public.
lellcate brain tissue It causes conposite spirit of pessimism.
In and for Pushmataha Co., Okla.
gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick- - 8h Made Up a Mixture of Sage Tea
A general trade revival has been
What
For
Swamp-RoWill
Do
Yos
Prove
ining headache.
felt in every department of business in
and Sulphur to Bring Back Color,
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer 4 Co.,
Cascareta immediately cleanse the
the Prairie Provinces. The agriculGloss, Thickness.
Binghamton, N. Y for a rumple size botstomach, remove the sour, undigested
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
STOMACH BITTERS
turists are in better shape than they
food and foul gases, take the excess
also receive a booklet of valuable inforknows that Sage mation, telling about the kidneys and bind- have ever been before in their lives.
Almost
everyone
bile from the liver and carry out all
IT STRENGTHENS AND INVIG.
No farmers of any country are in bet
Tea and Sulphur, properly compound- sler. When writing, be sure and mention
the constipated waste matter and
t
and
ter
financial condition and in a more
THE ENTIRE SYSTEM)
ed, brings back the natural color and this paper. Regular
ORATES
bottles for sale at all drug
poisons In the bowels.
of prosperity than are
state
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked stores. size
general
Adv.
A Cascaret
will surely or
the farmers of Manitoba, Saskatche
gray; also ends dandruff, itching
Fooledl He Bit.
straighten you out by morning. They scalp and stops falling hair. Years
wan and Alberta. The farmers have
Eye to Business.
"Yes, I told father that white poker
box
work while you sleep a
harvested a record crop a crop which
the only way to get this mixture
The Agent I am selling a remark
from your druggist means your bead ago
chip I dropped was a pepperment tab.
was to make it at home, which Is able combination kitchen utensil.
enriches them to the extent of some let."
elear, stomach sweet and your liver
and troublesome. Nowadays,
thing over $400,000,000.
Housewife What Is it for?
"Did he swallow It?"
and bowels regular for months. Adv. mussy
In the cities the prosperity of the
by asking at any store for "Wyeth's
"See this little blade?"
country has been reflected. EverySage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you
'
"Yes."
Harm Done by Herteian Waves.
will get a large bottle of the famous
where business Is on the hustle. The TAKE SALTS TO FLUSH
a
can
"That's
opener."
commercial
since
extensive
Ever
the
old recipe for about 60 cents.
wholesalers and the retailers and the
KIDNEYS IF BACK HURTS
"Indeed?"
N
employment of wireless telegraphy,
Don't stay gray! Try it! No one
Implement dealers find business good.
"And this book is an appliance for
there have been many who believe can
The banks and other collection houses
possibly tell that you darkened lifting pans from the fire."
Says Too Much Meat Forma Uric Acid1
that the powerful Hertzian waves sefind collections satisfactory, and finanas
so naturally
does
it
it
your
hair,
Which Clogs the Kidneys and
"What's this?"
In fact,
riously affect organic life.
You dampen a sponge or
cial men declare that westerners are
Irritates the Bladder.
"That's a tack puller."
some have even suggested that laws and evenly.
paying up their debts. In Winnipeg
"But suppose I want the girl to open
or regulations should be enacted to soft brush with it and draw this
the bank clearings have been the largyour hair, taking one small a can of soup and my husband to pull
Most folks forget that the kidneys,
protect organic life against wireless through
est in history, exceeding some weeks like the bowels, get sluggish and cloga
waves. With a view to determining strand at time, by morning the gray some tacks while I attend to the pans
balr disappears, and after another ap- on the stove?"
the figures of Montreal and Toronto. ged and need a (lushing occasionally,
the extent and nature of the radio
The grain shipments have been the else we have backache and dull misery
or two, your hair becomes
"Easiest thing in the world. All you
waves' influence on organic life and plication
in the history of Winnipeg and in
thick
and
biggest
dark,
beautifully
glossy.
utento
do
to
is
of
the
three
have
tho kidney region, severe hcad
recent
buy
climate, Dr. C.
in the history of the twin ports, Fort
Adv.
Reno-botsils. Anything else, please?"
aches, rheumatic twinges, torpid liver,
ly asked several questions on the sub
Fig. 1. Plants of Four Hard Spring William and Port Arthur.
The mail
Sunday Herald.
ject to be answered by a number of
Wheats, Including One of Durum order houses have had a big year, the add stomach, sleeplessness and alt
Swiss
Develop
Toy
Industry,
sorts of bladder disorders.
The
and Three of Common Wheat. (1) rush of fall orders
prominent German scientists.
In Switzerland the toy industry has
exceeding all previ
You simply must keep your kidney
Sensitive.
Kubanka (Durum); (2) Rysting ous
summary of their answers was that
years and taxing the capacity of active and clean, and the moment you
Every seat in the trolley was occuwireless waves have no influence on recently been developed to a consid(3)
(4)
Preston;
Haynes
(Fife);
these establishments, whose most san feel an ache or
erable extent. Various organizations pied when a group of women got in.
pain In the kidney
organic life, nor do they alter climatic in different
(Bluestem).
of the country have Going through the car to collect the
guine expectations have been exceeded
parts
about
four ounces of Jad
true
is
get
it
region,
that
conditions, although
of increasing fares, the conductor noticed a man lowing key, published In Farmers' Bul by the actual business done.
a
Salts from any good drug store here,
certain electrical stresses are capable joined hands with view
The tide baa turned In Western Can
its efficiency and of encouraging and asleep. Seizing him by the shoulder, letin eso. There are some common
take a tablespoonful in a glass ot
of accelerating rainfalls.
facilitating the exportation of its prod- he proceeded to shake him back to wheats grown elsewhere in the United ada. The people of the West are water before breakfast for a few day
ahead
in
actual and
ucts. Important orders have already a stato of consciousness.
States which would not come undor forging ahead, forging
your kidneys will then act fine.
What Was the Attraction?
filled for France and England.
production and in creation of wealth, This famous salts Is made from the
"Wake up!" shouted the conductor. this description.
"Whats become of that young man been
Some firms alone have produced hunCommon wheat Heads rather slen giving generously to charitable and acid of
"I wasn't asleep," said the passenwho used to call on you, Ethel?" asked
grapes and lemon juice, comof new models in wood and in ger.
dreds
beardless or beards less than other funds, paying up their back bined with lithla, and is harmless t
der,
one bosom friend of another.
debts, while going along carefully as flush
and more are being added
"Not asleep," snapped the conducclogged kidneys and stimulate
"George Macpherson, do you mean?" pasteboard,
any creation of new debts. them to
now in tor. "Then what did you have your
to
regards
The
be
is
daily.
industry
normal
It also neuanswered Ethel coldly.
a position to take care of a large for- eyes closed for?"
They are economizing but not scrimp' tralizes the acidsactivity.
in tho urine so it
"Yes, he was always calling at your
Ing, acting cautiously but not miserly.
eign demand and to supply many of
"It was because of the crowded conbladbouse, wasn't he?"
The financial heads of eastern Canada, no longer irritates, thus ending
of
the
needs
the
United
States.
of
dition
the
the
car,"
explained
disorders.
"I can't understand him," said Ethel,
der
f the united States and of Europe are
"I Just hate to see women
with a confidential air. "He came
Jad Salts Is harmless; Inexpensive;
no longer criticizing western Canada
Labor
Union.
'Mother
standing."
around every night for three weeks."
a delightful effervescent lithla-wate- r
makes
rather they are unstintedly offering
Heiny I see by the papers this
drink
which everybody should
"Yes, and then"
their praise and their compliments,
on
A Wife's Work.
"Then he stopped coming, and I morning there was another 'tie-utako now and then to keep their kidThe
financial
press recognizes that
comcan't decide whether he came to see one of the western railways yesterday.
"I'm afraid Dubwaite is inclined to
.he tide has turned In western Canada, neys clean, thus avoiding serious
Omar That so?
What was the look down on his fellow man."
me or simply to hear all our grapho-phon- e
plications.
and
has
it
been
to
world.
the
published
cause?
records."
A
local druggist says he
"Oh, that isn't his fault."
The condition of western Canada at
"No?"
Heiny Oh, a silly couple thought it
sells
lots
of
Jad
Salts to folks who bethe close of 1915 is one of optimistic
would be romantic to get married in
Familiar Surroundings.
"He was as modest a fellow as you
lieve In overcoming kidney trouble-vhllbacked
same
the
deterprosperity,
by
Grace I've been trying for years to a parlor car.
ever met until he married Mrs. Dubit is only trouble. Adv.
mination of western people to go on
waite. She's made him think he's a
get my brother to take a vacation.
their
and
Increasing
productiveness
More than 4,800 persons have ap
Tit for Tat.
Hafry And he won't do it, eh?
celebrity."
maintaining the records which they
Grace No; says he'd be lonesome
to join the latest British polar
The young couple were dawdling
plied
have already established.
He Knew.
sway from his work. He's a chlropo-llst- , over a late breakfast after a night at
The trade revival of western Canada expedition.
an ultra smart party.
you know.
"Oh, it must be terrible to be starvIs tho happiest feature in the business
"Was it you I kissed in the con ing in the midst of abundance."
Harry A chiropodist? Why don't
Important to Mothers
of the whole Dominion for 1915
survey
Examine
"You bet it is. I carved the turkey
every bottle oi
lust night?" hubby inyou suggest his spending a few days servatory
and in the outlook for 1916. Adver CASTORIA, carefully
a safe and sure remedy for
for a party of twenty people at my
it the foot of a mountain?
"
quired.
tisement.
infants and children, and see that it
$
She looked at him remlnlscently: house on Christmas day, and I thought
Ponra tho
A Question.
I never would get anything to eat mv
About what time was it?"
Painless Method.
Nurse The new patient in our ward
self."
DeAubrr I wonder why the art Signature of
IB
The moral of a dog's tall always
committee failed to hang my picture? In Use For Over 30 Years.
Doctor Delirious or blonde?
Even gods sometimes do ill.
Crlticus Perhaps they thought It Children Cry for Fletcher". Castori
points to the past.
would be less painful to electrocute it.
Some men spend so much time
the other fellow's game that
boosting
HAIR
CARE FOR YOUR
they forget their own.
Frequent' Shampoos With Cuticura Spartan Women Suffered Untold Torture
Soap Will Help You. Trial Free.
but who wants to be a Spartan? Take
"Femenina" for all female disorders.
of
Cu Price 60c and $1.00. Adv.
Precede shampoo by touches
Fig. 2. Heads of Five Groups of
Wheat. (1) Turkey, a Hard Red ticura Ointment If needed to spots
The cross was in some sense a reWinter Wheat; (2) Fife, (3) Pres of dandruff, itching and irritation ot
comthe
for
the
better
scalp.
Nothing
ligious
symbol among the heathen beton, (4) Bluestem, (S) Durum
Most men do who have good digestion;,
plexion, hair, hands or skin than fore the Christian era.
Wheat
emollients. Also
these
steady nerves and a clear brain. Right
three inches long; splkelets far apart, as preparations for tho toilet.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
wide when seen
Free sample each by mail with Book. To gut he genuine, call for full name, LAXA
scarcely
overlapping,
makes
for,
T1VK
Look for aituatura
living particularly right eating
QUININEin face view.
Address postcard, Cuticura, DepL L, of . V.BKOMO
(JKOVE, Curt Cold in One Day. tiO
Durum wheat Heads rather stout, Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
ambition.
and
energy
all bearded, beards four to eight
A muscle from a frog's leg Is utilMore than half tho newspapers pub ized by a French inventor to receive-anInches long; splkelets close together,
much overlapping, narrow when seen lished In the world are printed in the
sound nourishment that
record wireless signals.
In face view.
English language.
to wade right into
gives
Pneumonia? Apply Hanford's BaU
THIS IS THE AGE OF YOUTH.
sam. Rub It on and rub It In thor
BASIS OF. SOIL IMPROVEMENT
work, is richly supplied by the field
You will look ten vears younger if vou oughly, until the skin Is Irritated.
darken your ngly, griszly, gray hairs by Ad.
f
foods
But
All
are
some
Permanent
Rectifications
grain
Depend
grains.
using "La Creole" Hair Dressing. Adv.
Upon Good Drainage Encourages
Over 18,000,000 visited the Panama-Pacifi- c
lacking in certain mineral elements
Deep-RoSystem.
A woman is always perfectly sure
exposition.
for physical
which are
she Is in the right until it comes to
(By PROF. A. G. M'CALL, Ohio Stats
backing her opinion with real money
university.)
mental vigor..
All permanent soil improvement
Wot Gray Hairs bat Tired Eyes
depends upon good drainage. Through
You may be brave enough to
us look older than we are.- Keep
tillage and proper applications of fer make
young unci you will look young:.
your
Eyes
stand
backache, or headache, or
cannot
tilizer
give the best results After the Movies Murine Tour Eyes. Don't
dizziness. But if, in addition, ur
Eye Remedy Co.,
without the proper regulation, when tell your age. Murine
ination is disordered, look out!
Chicago, Sends Eye Book on request.
necessary, of the water In the soil.
If you don't try .to fix your sick
not
Drainage
only assists the soil
of
The United States used one-fiftkidneys, you may fall into the
to maintain a proper amount of mois- the 40,000,000,000 pounds of sugar pro
clutches ot kidney trouble before
ture for the best growth of plants, duced in the world list year.
you know it. But if you live more
but also enables crops to withstand
carefully and help your kidneys
with Doan's Kidney Pills, you can
drought by encouraging a deeper root
Kills
Eczema.
mci6re bT selected whole wheat and malted barley, furnishes one all
stop the pains you have and avoid
system.
future danger as well.
Let us prove it. Tuke no substitute. If
nutriment of the grain, including their vital mineral salts phosphate
your Druggist docn not have it. write to
Corn on Dry Lands.
Oklahoma Case
Adv.
Minn.
St.
Co.,
Paul,
Francis A. Lewis
A new method of growing corn has
of potash, etc. necessary for the balanced rebuilding of body, brain
913 Seventh St., Law- After a man has had occasion to em
given good results in
parts
ton, Okla., says: "I
lawyer you can't tell
of western Kansas. The rows are ploy a 11
.
nerves.
vu In said
misery and the
is
him
talk
that
I had cacheap.
seven feet apart Instead of 3
doqtor
feet,
tarrh of the bladiler.
but the plants are twice as thick In
Finally, he gave me
is easily digested; has a delicious nut-lik- e
Grape-Nu- tt
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are bent for liver.
flavour; is
the row. The yield was double that
up as Incurable, The
of adjoining fields planted the old bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for
pain I endured la bewith
a
milk
and
fur
three
Adv.
a laxative
cathartic
is
direct from
cream or

nut
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"There's a Reason" for GRAPEtNUTS
Sold by Grocers'everywhere.

yond description and
the kidney secretions
were in bad shape. I
lost a lot of weight,
too. On a neighbor's
ndvlce, I took Doan's
Kidney Fills and they
restored me to good

way.

Benefits of Windbreaks.
The farmsteads well protected by
windbreaks are a comfort to man and
as well.
beast, and money-maker- s

Brains Are Required.
In live stock and dairying brain
are more used today than brawn.

miles long
The Bosporus Is about
with a breadth of a third ot a mile to
two miles.
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For frostbites
am.

by

use Hanford's

health."
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Missouri's law code is to be revised
a commission ot 15 persons.
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Famou'j "Prisoner of the Mahdi"
Visits Medina.
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Man Held In Chain- - for Tvilve Years
by the Mahdl and Freed by Kitchener Has Had Most Roman
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SPES

SWARMS WITH

Crowded With
Agents of Many Nations.

Baltic

Ports

"Heroes, Too. Smugglers, Exchange
Gamblers and Fugitives Are There
Many Women In Throngs
of Secret Workers.
Stockholm.

BimiK

tha uida of a mountain In the

a new line for attack.

Just now the

Daltlc Is

Normally it is
dull, Insipid sea. After war began the Baltic woke up a little, but
Its liveliness was limited by Grand
Admiral Tlrpitz's command of the sea.
Now about ten British submarines,
tacked by some Russian submarines,
Jiave awakened the ordinarily quiet
waters. All Baltic ports are nests of
espionage, adventure, patriotic heroism and roguery, chiefly the last
named.
Stockholm ignores the war, but It
lis full of Russian and German jobbers
who gamble In exchange. Copenhagen
Is the chief center of German espionhoage. The saloons and fourth-rattels are thronged with German agents.
Llbau, since Von Hlndenburg captured It last summer, is the headquarters of a German motorboat corps
which does scouting in Riga gulf.
Oxelosund and other
Hernosacd,
small Swedish eastern ports are the
homes of scores of marooned German
merchant captains whose ships have
been torpedoed or bottled up.
The liveliest places are Haparanda
and Tornea, frontier townlets on the
Tornea Elf river, which divides
Sweden from Russian Finland. These
townlets, 30 miles from the Arctic
circle, are crowded with spies, contraband smugglers and fugitive prisoners. The Russian gendarme Colonel
Abassoff discovered two German spies
With six genin Tornea recently.
darmes he pursued the suspects to.
Karungl, further up the river, and besieged them In a house. After a two
hour battle the two Germans and
four Russians lay dead.
In coming here from Copenhagen,
via Malmo, one has to cross the
sound, the entrance gate of the British
The sound is an intersubmarines.
national waterway, but it is alBO territorial, being less than three miles
across at the narrowest point.
The
Swedes' own the east side and the
Danes the west. The other entrances,
the Great and Little Belt, which are
entirely owned by Denmark, were
mined against submarines in October,

the sea of adventure.

I

e

aboard for transit to Russia an alleged
spy. In the Baltic ports are swarms
of purely military and naval spies who
serve belligerent governments, many
"trade spies," and Jarge numbers of
spies of the neutral Baltlo powers
whose work is to spy on spies.
The trade spies, all British, haunt
commercial ports. Their function Is
to collect facts about Scandinavian
firms
trade with Germany, which
firms trade, what they Bell and to
whom. London takes care that oversea goods consigned to Scandinavian
firms which trade with Germany do
not reach the firms. The trade spies
pose as language teachers or .drummers. Many have been expelled.
Mile. Assanovitch, a handsome,
black-eyeRussian girl, who, posing as
governess, spied on a great scale, was
expelled recently. The spies who spy
on spies are mostly Swedish. They
watch all foreigners, particularly those
who speak English. Two days after
an Englishman reached Stockholm he
visited a dentist. Half an hour later
an agent telephoned to the dentist to
ask who his patient was.
Copenhagen Is' 4he center ot the
false passport business. Danes point
to the Cosmopolite hotel and say
"There can be had passports of any
nationality.!' The false passport bust
ness was started In order to save Rus
sians from capture by German cruis
ers.
BEAUTIFUL WAR WIDOW

11914.

Danes and Swedes could not agree
about mining the sound. The Swedes
regret this, for the submarines have
disturbed the halcyon calm of the Baltic and injured Sweden's trade with
Germany.
After England had got at least four
submarines through, --Germany mined
the sound. Mines were planted in a
big triangular patch in the south and
German patrol boats were set to watch
it." At least two English submarines
have got between or under the mines
and more may come any day.
From the Malmo steamer could be
seen Germany's tremendous measures against submarines. South ot
the mine field, on the horizon, is a
forest of masts and funnels belonging to the big flotilla of cruisers, gunboats, armed trawlers and motor patrol boats. Their business is to watch
for and destroy submarines that get
past the mines. Ahead of the flotilla
flew a hydroplane. The Malmo steamer captain said that when he had
sailed a boat south a few days before
he had counted about fifty German
craft of different kinds all on the lookFrom the sound down to the
out.
broad water between Sweden and
Rugen Island every mile of sea has a
mall German warship on the watch.
At Copenhagen the police brought
'

Constantinople. Bronzed like a native son ot the desert and In dress,
speech and manners an Arab, the only
white man who ever openly visited
Medina,, the holy city of the Mohammedans, recently returned here. The
pilgrim was Dr. Karl Neufeld. the famous "prisoner of the Mahdl," who
was liberated by Lord Kitchener in
the Sudan many years ago.
Few men have had a more romantic
and exciting career than this celebrated traveler. As a physician, teacher,
merchant and contractor he went to
the Sudan In 1886. When the uprising
of the natives began he was taken
prisoner by the Mahdl and kept in
chains for twelve years. Freed by
Kitchener, he returned to Germany,
but after a lecturing tour he made
his way back to the Sudan. 8hortly
after the outbreak of the present war
he had to leave his adopted country
again, at he was expelled by the British authorities.
After his return to Germany he was
sent to Constantinople, where he
placed himself at the disposal of the
Turkish government. He was used
as an emissary to the Arabian tribes,
and for this work probably no man Is
better qualified. As he speaks the
dialects ot all the Bedouin tribes,
knows their customs and has embraced the Mohammedan faith, he
wins confidence wherever he appears
in the world of Islam.
After organizing the Arabian tribes
on the Peninsula of Slnat for an Invasion of Egypt this strange man
went to Damascus and decided to visit
Medina.
Accompanied by four Arabs he left
Damascus In June. After his train
passed Maan and EI Ulla the Turkish
officers with whom he traveled became
distrustful and they even kept aloof
from him when they saw him say his
prayers like every pious Mohammedan. When be reached Medina, the
Ramadan, the great Mohammedan festival, had Just begun. He placed himself under the protection of a prominent native who has charge ot the pilgrims from the Sudan and his host
conducted htm to the
the temple where Mohammed Is
a
buried with bis favorite daughter
and his
When he stood before the crypt of
the prophet the German traveler was
surrounded by an angry mob. His position became quite critical until two
Arabians made their way through the
crowd and declared:
"We know him; he Is the effendl ot
Omdurman and Assuan, a good man
and true Mohammedan."
Even this did not entirely satisfy
the mob and Doctor Neufeld was only
permitted to stay in the temple after
he affirmed his faith with a solemn
oath. For two or three weeks he was
continually watched by natives who
were not convinced by his religious
professions and by Egyptian spies in
the service of England.
The latter tried in every way to Inflame the natives against him by calling him an infield and "Christian dog."
At a meeting of the scribes and sheiks
he was asked where he came from
and there was great excitement when
he calmly said: "From Germany."
The priests and chiefs were satisfied, however, when he related how he
was converted to Mohammedanism by
a pious sheik in the Sudan.
Doctor Neufeld remained in Medina
nearly two months in continual intercourse with the sheiks, ulemas and
prominent pilgrims from Tripolltania,
Tunis, Morocco, Persia, Afghanistan
and India. He obtained much valuable
Information. From the pilgrims he
learned that the Jehad (holy war)
movement Is fast becoming general
He
In all Mohammedan countries.
found that the Arabs are especially
bitter against the British, because the
English government has closed the
Red sea and stopped the great annual pilgrimages from Egypt and
India to Mecca and Medina. Still more
bitter were the Mohammedans over the
fact that the English have proclaimed
the new ruler ot Egypt appointed by
them "sultan of the two holy places,"
because all of the faithful insist that
this title only belongs to the caliph at
Constantinople.
"By their attempt to establish an
Egyptian caliphate the British have
made" one of their greatest mistakes,"
Doctor Neufeld said on his return to
Constantinople. "The Arabs will never
forgive them this Interference with
their religious affairs, and the block
ade of the Red sea.
"The population of the whole west
t
of Yemen Is In uprising
against the Br.'tlsh. In this part ot
Arabia only the sheik Ebesl is in the
way of the English and he possesses
little power and Influence."
All Arabs are fervent admirers of
Germany, be said, and every one of
them knows the name ot Field Marshal von Hlndenburg. When the telegraph brought the news of the fall ot
Warsaw to Medina there was a great
celebration. The whole population assembled before the house ot Doctor
Neufeld to express Us Joy. An old
priest, who mildly protested and expressed doubts In regard to the righteousness ot the sultan's alliance with
the German Infidels, was howled down
by the mob.
.

A new portrait of the Hon. Mrs. Lynd- hurst Bruce, whose husband, the eld
est son and heir of Lord A be r dare,
was killed in action some time ago.
Mrs. Bruce spends much time in col
lecting and sending comforts to the
men at the front.

There are 12 kings, three emperors,
three presidents and one sultan of
Independent countries in Europe,
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A scene at a meeting at the Bmlthfleld market, London, where a great throng gathered several daya ago and
for tha
vehemently expressed their sentlmenta against conscription and against the proposal of the governmentas a
use
a
of
platwhen
carriage
the
was
taken
who,
making
saloons.
speaker,
The
of
photograph
early closing
form, asked all those against the proposals to put their hands up.
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millions of Europe and their problems are tremendously in
The photograph shows part of a long line ot motor
difficult
creased. Transportation becomes especially
trucks in France laboring toward the front
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The enthusiasm of the Australians for the allied cause is
and this Incident furnishes proof thereof. Thirty men of the town of GUgandra, in the interior of Australia,
to Sydney, a distance of 820 miles, to offer'
organized thfcmselves Into a band of volunteers, and decided to march
All along the
their services. Residents of GUgandra contributed nearly $1,000 towards the expenses of the march.
route the men were cheered and lavishly treated by the patriotic Australians, while new recruits fell in line by tha
score.
A very interesting story Is told In this picture.

PRETTY WASHINGTON BUD

AMERICAN DOCTORS

RETURNING TO RUSSIA
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Miss Anita Kite, daughter of Su
geon I. W. Kite, U. S. N., retired, and
Drs. A. M. and P. H. Zlnkhan of Washington are shown here In the
Mrp. Kite, has Just been presented to
Washington society. She is one of the uniforms ot lieutenant colonels of tha Russian army, tha rank conferred on
tor their work tnthe Russian war hospitals. Thar
prettied ot the season's buds, and as them for life by tha czar
bar left Washington to sail tor Russia on tha expiration of their furlough
popular as she is pwtty
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SIMPLE DANCE FROCK

DISH,
ORSBWH
CIS

in the Morning

NEW CAPE FROM PARIS

DESIGN
AND EASILY MADE.

ESPECIALLY DAiNTY

IN

Wash away all the stomach, liver, and bowel polsont bs.
fors breakfast.

itl Pape's Diapepsin ends

Time
all

Stomach misery in five
minutes.

Do gome foods yor eat hit back-t- aste
good, but work badly; ferment
Into stubborn lumrs irnd cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Papet

of Eligible

Lack

Fee!

Men

Washington

Matrons

WASHINGTON.

As the debutante days roll around the conditions and
In the minds
youn? girls in Washington come uppermost

They are not of the most enticing the
conditions and attractions. The scar
city of eligible or desirable young men
in Washington is a household complaint. It has been so for generations.
Yet there are marriages, brilliant mar
riages, taking place all the time.
However, is has to be acknowl
edged by the oldest inhabitants,
that this is no place to raise boys in
to make the most of themselves. So,
after their college days, they are
whisked off, generally to some more
businesslike city or town, to practice
their professions or to learn a business and then pursue it. The consequence
Is that the girls are left here, to mingle with what is left, which is not always
the best possible.
It is not an uncommon thing at all for a hostess, who is launching a
debutante on the social wave, to ask despairingly of her friends, even those
who are not "in society," "Do you know some young men tor me to cultivate,
to ask to my parties this year?"
So completely are girls "out of things" socially here, if they are not
presented by their parents, that it is almost a necessity for them to so
through with the formality of a debut tea or dance.

Net Flounces, So Popular This Year,
Constitute the Principal Trimming
Wide Silk Girdle Should
Be Worn With It.

the chaperons and entertainers.

It would not bo possible to rind a
simpler or more easily made little
frock for misses and small women
Is shown In this design. The lines
than
leaving
everything,
digests
Diapepsin
are good and are easily put together
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick, bo
by the home dressmaker, and the Spanhow
difference
ish flounces can be made of bordered
No
effective.
certainly
or plain or any kind of material of
badly ycur Btomach la disordered you
which tho frock Is built. So many emwill get happy relief In five minutes,
broidered and fancy net flounclngs are
but what pleases you most is that it
on the market that one Is saved much
strengthens and regulates .your BtomBtltching and planning when these can
ach so you can eat your favorite foods
be purchased and merely sewed tofear.
without
You feel different as soon as "Pape's
gether and adjusted to the waistband.
Here is the secret of a
Diapepsin" comes in contact with the
skirt. Make your skirt top well set
Btomach distress Just vanishes your
and the whole skirt will hang prettily.
itomach gets sweet, no gases, no belch-luOne of the most popular of the net
no eructations of undigested food.
Go now, make the best Investment
flounclngs for dresses this year is all
embroidered with narrow braids, such
you ever made, by getting a large fifty-ceand
as soutache, satin braid, rat-tafrom
of
case
any
Pape's Diapepsin
the like. These braids are so stitched
tore. You realize In five minutes how
upon the net as to give the effect of
needless it is to suffer from indigesand they
novel
Adv.
tion, dyspepsia or bad stomach.
weight the net sufficiently to make it
serviceable as a flounce. The lining
Is How They See United
WHY DONKEY WAS IN CLOVER This
Capitol of
these frocks may be of any color
or a substitute for silk, and so
of
silk,
Be
Punishment That Surely Might
ffTHIS statue," said the capttol guide, casting a critical eye at Benjamin the color effect is obtained. Of course,
I WonlrKn
tin 0011 It's parvprt nut nf unllrl marhle." he added hur such ribbons and flowers as are used
Classed as "Unusual," Though
skepticism in the eye of the large lady from should be of a color to match the linPossibly Not "Cruel."
riedly, as he noted the deep-se- t
Ohio. "Just look at tne nuttonnoies.
ing or to harmonize with the comNot very long ago there lived in madame," continued the guide perplexion, eyes or hair of the girl. Either
England an old man who always rode suasively. "Do you think you could
long or short sleeves may be worn,
on a donkey to his dally work, snd work better ones even in cloth. No?
may be
and the collar at the
tethered him while he labored on the That's right When you go home, laat will, since collars vary so
omitted,
be.
he
might
roads or wherever else
dies and gentlemen, you can tell
that a dress for a whole season will
It had been pretty plainly hinted to everybody that you've seen a statue
want more than one sort of collar behim by one of the local landowners with better buttonholes than a tailor
fore the season is concluded.
that he was suspected of putting it could make. Hiram Powers did this
For young girls sashes are prettier
In the fields to graze at other people's statue, and it's a great work of art.
more fashionable than belts, and
,nd
Before we pass on you might notice
expense.
wide silk girdles, many of them
"Eh, squire, cud na do sich a thing, the cuticle around the finger nail. And,
fer my donkey won't eat nowt but neta
tles an' thistles." .
ble." As soon as the last member of the party had entered the president
One day the gentleman was riding room the guide closed the door. For the moment that part of him which was
along the road, when be saw the old art critic made way for the business man.
fellow at work and the donkey up to
"I notice," he said somewhat bitterly, "that my party is getting larger
his knees in one of his clover tMda all the time. I enjoy explaining the wonders of this remarkable building
feeding luxuriously.
very much, but some of my friends here have not paid their quarters." over a
"Halloa. John!" said be. "I under-Itoo- d
Four men and a boy left the room hurriedly and a woman handed
"
you to say your donkey woMld dollar.
...
.
.
the, rhalr In which the nresident sits wnen ne comes 10 me
tm
eat nothing but nettles and thistles?"
continued
the
guide,
"Aye." said John, "but he's been capitol to sign or veto bills on the last day of congress,"
nr
.u
nnriv iiirn to sit in the chair? You can take the
mlsbehavln" hisself, sir. He nearly
kicked me i' th' chest Just now, so 1 president's place without his salary," he added facetiously in order to relieve
the strain of the moment, jso one movea lowara me reu ieiuer
put him there to punish him!"
It looked comfortable.
Economical.
'Pmm here." said the leader, we pass into tne marme room, wnicn m
Economy was the text of Mr. Jones' used by the senators as a private reception room. It is called marble room
discourse one evening after he had because, as you see, It is all marble, we win now waiK 10 me wesi irom w
been settling some household bills, the capitol into statuary hall. You'll often hoar this called the 'Hall of Fame,'
while Mrs. Jones listened with true but it isn't. It s statuary hall. Each state in the Union has the right to send
statues in bronze or marble of two of its favorite sons.
wifely interest.
"I don't want to make you unhapry,
"What state are you from? demanded tne guide, witn disconcerting
darling," finished th husband, "but fierceness, as he turned on an inoffensive old woman who had paid hei
really we must be a bit more careful quarter and never wronged a soul.
In future. For Instance, look at the
"Missouri," she admitted.
bill for petrol. That motor car is costTriumphantly the guide indicated a statue of a pudgy little man, wearing
ing ub rather too much for the time an enormous wing collar which tickled both ears. It was labeled Bentoa
The eld lady regarded it without enthusiasm. Shoup was next identified at
being."
statesmen and as
"Yes, Henry, dear," agreed Mrs. the request of a man from Idaho, and some
educator from Alabama whose name begins with an "N," or, perhaps, it's an
Jones. "I'm afraid it is."
Then her sweet young face bright "R," was pointed out.
ened as she went on:
"But Just think what it saves us in
Prehistoric Musical Instruments in the Museum
ear fares and bootleather."
g,
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striking innovation In capes la thla
monk's cowl of brown broadcloth.
The capt it very tlmply made, without trimmings, and reachet to the
kneea. One tide It thrown over tht
shoulder. To the cape there la attached a hood edged with braid and
trimmed with a fancy rosette In
front and back.
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well-know- n

Gross Slander.
Lawyer Did he call you a liar, In
is many words?
Client Well, he said I reminded him
f a war expert.
Lawyer Quite sufficient, my dear
itr you ought to secure very heavy
lamages. Passing Show.
LACK OF MONEY

Was a Godsend
la

In

It Is not always that
a benefit.

This Cast.
a lack of money

A lady In Ark. owes her health to
tha fact that she could not pay la
advance the fee demanded by a specialist to treat bef for stomach trouble. In telling of her case she says:
"I had been treated by four different
physicians during 10 years of stomach
trouble. Lately I called on another
who told me he could not cure me;
that I had neuralgia of the stomach,
Then I went to a specialist who told
me I had catarrh of the stomach and
aid be'could cure me in four months,
but would have to have his money
down. I could not raise the necessary sum and in my extremity I was
led to quit coffee and try Postum.
"The results have been magical. 1
now sleep well at night, something I
had not done for a long time; the pain
in my stomach is gone and I am
different woman.
"Every time I had tried to stop coffee I suffered from severe headaches,
to I continued to drink It, although I
had reason to believe it was injurious
to me. But when I had Postum to
shift to it was different.
"To my surprise I did not miss coffee when I began to drink Postum.
.
"Coffee had been steadily and surely
killing me and I didn't fully realist
what was doing' It until I quit and
changed to Postum." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum comes In two forms:
Postum Certal the original form-m- ust
be well boiled. 15c and 25c pack---

aget.
Instant Postum a soluble powder
dissolves quickly In a cup of hot water, and, with cream and sugar, make
a delicious beverage Instantly SOe
and too tine.
,

Both kinds

are squally deltdooa

and cast about the tame per cup.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
by Oncem,

the National museum, In a large case, are exhibited odd and grotesque
which upon examination prove to be a collection ol
musical instruments, relics of prehistoric man who flourished upon this continent centuries ago. If tried, they
will still gtve forth notes as clear ai
they did a thousand years ago.
The objects include whistles, flag,
eolets, pan pipes, whistling vases and
rattles of stone, bone, reed and pottery from the United States, Mexico,
Central and South America. They
were derived largely from burial
places, where they bad been placed ai
the property of the dead, or as offerings to the gods.
The more simple forms of these
Instruments give but one note, and many have served merely as calls or
signals.
The pottery instruments from Mexico, Central and South America,
modeled in grotesque human and animal forms, are, however, more highly
developed and show in some degree the progress which the aborigines had
made in the art of music.
The whistling mechanism in all of the pottery Instruments corresponds
to that of the modern flageolet or ocarina.
An interesting instrument is a bone flute from an ancient grave near
Lima, Peru. It is formed of part of the ulna of the brown pelican, the ends
having been cut off and the cellular portion of the bone removed.
Some of the rattles, which, perrtips, were modeled after the gods which
prehistoric man worshiped, are so horrible in appearance that, if they were
used to amuse the babies of those bygone days as rattles are used at the
present time, it is a wonder the children ever got any enjoyment out of them

AT locking objects,
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Weather

Forecasters

Are

Guessers

Champion

are the best guessers in the Uultcd States? Baseball umpires? No,
"no." Who then? Why, the weather men. Those in the employ
of Uncle Sam are the champion weather forecasters of the world, for they
hit it right nine times out oi ten. adii
BL
rear in and year out. at that
I weather
If you have been in the habit of SHALL 1 SAY
reading your local weatjier- report in RAM ER
$HM,
the morning and "doping4- It out just
note
of
the
take
the opposite way, why

WHO

following:

"Taking the United States as a
whole and averaging the forecasts for
a year, we find that about nine predictions out of every ten made by "our
forecasters are verified," said Prof.
Pi Marvin, chief of the
Hfcurio.
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1914,"
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continued,
per
States for the year ending
September,
Sent. 11 BBS ueeu ruuuiug ireu ictuuuj mi bvwb huh uuit ucmrau oo
Chd 90 per cent.
rt'a oaalAP a nrfidlct the weather in some carts of the states than in
Others, he explains. All along the southern border of the country, up the
Atlantic as far as Delaware and up the Pacific to the California border the
hits" In weather forecasting runt above to.
percentage of "bull's-ey- e
The fellows who have the tougbeat time of It are up la the northwestern
Mates, along the Canadian border,
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Dainty Dance Frock.

To feel your best day In and day
out, to feel clean inside; no sour bile
to coat your tongue and sicken your
breath or dull your hoad; no constipation, bilious attacks, sick headache,
colds, rheumatism or gassy, acid stomach, you must bathe on the inside like
This is vastly
you bathe outside.
more Important, bocauBe the skin
pores do not absorb impurities iuto
the blood, while the bowel pores do,
physician.
tays a
To keep these poisons and toxins
well flushed from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels, drink before
breakfast each day, a glass of hot water with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate In It This will, cleanse,
purity and freshen the entire alimentary tract, before putting more food
Into the stomach.
Get a quarter pound of llsiestone
phosphate from your druggist or at
the atore. It it inexpensive and almost tasteless, except a sourish-tingwhich is not unpleasant Drink
phosphated hot water every morning
to rid your system of these vile poi
sons and toxins; also to prevent their
formation.
To feel like vounit folks feel; like
vnu felt before vour blood, nerves and
muscles became saturated with an accumulation of body poisons, begin thia
treatment and above all, keen it up J
As soap and hot water act on the skin.
cleansing, sweetening and purifying,,
so limestone phosphate and hot water
before breakfast, act on the stomach.
liver, kidneys and bowels. Adv. well-know- n

well-iittin- g

il

Everyone Should
Drink Hot Water

well as empress of the French.

Wash-

ington Star.
MATERIALS

FOR THE JUNIORS

List Is a Long One, and Provision Has
Been Made for Every style or
Garment

More Cheerful Topic.
"Don't you like to read about life
en
Tweed, cheviot, vicuna, corduroy In foreign countries?." asked the'
and broadcloth form the coat fabric thusiastic young woman.
"Woll. that depends," answered Mr.
list. Sometimes there is a border of
is
Dubwaite,
thoughtfully, "on a number.
It
but
mostly
fur,
simulating
plush
trim-minof
particulars."
the
constitutes
that
itself
fur
"Yes?"
Dressy coats of velveteen in
"Just at present life in iorelgn coun
cline to such shades of Burgundy,
Russian green, sapphire, blue ana tries is so full ot horrors that I much
prefer to read about life here at home."
gold.
For the dressy frock Georgette
crepe combined with velveteen, with
taffeta or crepe de chine is favored.
The semlprincess style is the one
which young girls seem to like, but
no matter what the special lines, always the ensemble remains exceedingly simple and appropriate tor the
youthful wearer.
It is cruel to force nauseating,
Evening gowns are liked in tulle In
satover
harsh physic into a
mounted
tones
several pastel
taffeta Is another favin. Two-tonsick child.
ored material, and there are beautiful
Look hack at vour childhood days.
frocks of velvet wtj.h just a suspicion
of gold tracery on bodice and skirt, Remember the "dose" mother insisted
Many of the party frocks are provid- on castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
ed with sheer yokes and sleeves of How you hated them, how you fought
tulle or mallne.
against taking them.
With our children Its different
For sport wear there are sweaters
of angora or llama wool, with borders Mothers who dinar to the old form Of
and collars In contrasting color. For physic simply don't realize what they
those who like the silk sweater there do. The children's revolt is
are new models In checked or striped ed Their tender little "insldet" are
designs. High colors lead In sport Injured by them.
If vour child's Btomach. liver and
garments, but the girl who It going
to normal school or entering her fresh- bowels need cleansing, give only dell-cloman year at college will be able to
"California Syrup of Figs." Hi
select a sweater with a catching cap action is Dosltive. bnt gentle. Minions
and scarf in the school or college col- of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
ors.
laxative" handy; they know children
The schoolgirl who Is the daughter Iota to take it: that It never falls to
of a practical mother hat her drett of riopn tha liver and bowels and sweet
plaited washable flannel or of serge en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
completed by bloomers of matching given today tavet a tick child tomor
material, which add to the warmth of row.
bottle
the garment without additional weight.
Atk at the store for a
Moreover, there Is economy In the ot "California Syrup of Fige," which
bloomer drett, tlnce the nether gar- has full directions for babies, children
ment doet not thow the aoll as quick- of all aget and for grown-up- t
plainly
wise parent
ly at the muslld one. The
Adv.
bottle.
on
each
usually provides two or mora bloomers to a single drett.
Pureiy a Defensive Measure.
"Hear, how old Wogram got even
with the war?"
"No. How'd he do it?"
s
"Well, when the war cut off the
whiskers."
off
hit
Wogram cut
light shades tan and lavender, blue Judge.
and pink.
CURED OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
e.

n
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well-foun- d
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60-ce-

fringed, are preferred to the simpler

forms of girdles. The general tendency in dress accessories is to quaint- ness and to the styles worn during the
Civil war and on the continent when
Eugenie reigned empress of beauty at

TO RENEW FADED CLOTHES
Simple Method by Which Color Msy
Bs Restored to Garments That
Have Lost Freshness.
Have you a little pile of discarded
underwear and blouses in one end of
a bureau drawer clothes discarded
because they have lost their once pink
complexion and are now a disconsolate grayish-yelloheap?
If you have such things, take heart
The blouse that through careless washing or sun or perspiration has turned
yellow can be made a pink again. The
night gown or petticoat, camisole or
other piece of underllnen can be restored to Its original plnkness.
More than that, a white garment
that has grown yellow because of the
water, perhaps, with which it Is nec
essarily washed a surprisingly large
amount of water has a yellow tinge-c- an
be dipped and made pink to cover
the yellowness.
Now, there are several ways of col
orlng white things pink.
One way is to buy a package of red
dye and use a very little ot it, well
diluted with water. Dip the thing to
be pinked into this, and if it Is not
dark enough, add more dye. Let It
dry and iron it and it will be ready
to wear. Of course this color, easily
applied, easily comes out, so after a
few washings the dipping must be re
peatedperhaps the very next wash
ing will take it all out But it is no
more trouble to use than bluing water.
Then there are special colored pow'
ders for the purposo that are dissolved
In water to be used like bluing. These
powders come in most of the popular

Pomade tor the 8calp.
pomade for the scalp that la high
ly recommended is made of strained
beef marrow and olive oil.
The marrow is obtained from beet
bones and put into a small saucepan
to melt. It should then be strained
and the oil added. Twenty drops of
benzoin stirred in will preserve the
mixture. The quantities required are
a gill of strained marrow to a table- spoonful of olive olL
The pomade is greasy, but the grease
is really required. In order that it
may be applied without making the
hair temporarily Impossible to dress,
the hair should be parted in a great
many places and a tiny bit of tho
pomade rubbed into the scalp on the
tips oi the fingers. Most women make
the mlBtake of putting on too much of
any unguent at one time.

dye-stuff-

Crawford, Medfleld,
"Dodd'e
Kidney Pille
Mass.,writes:
eured me of Brlght'e Disease, and I
and
am healthy and strong
have been Diessea
with good health ever
tlnce my cure. When
the .doctors pronounced my case Bright's
Disease I was In such
a serious condition
not
rjM
p that they could me.
Ha anvthlne for
LxLjtW
I kept getting worse. My limbs from
my ankles to my knees swelled and
my eyes were to swollen that I
couldn't see. As a last hope I thought
I would give Dotfd'a Kidney PlUt a
trial. I gradually Improved and kept
on taking them and they cured me
thoroughly."
Dodd'a Kidney Pills, 50c per box at
your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
Decorating the Flth Bowl.
Surprlslngly charmlng in effect Is a Buffalo, N. Y. Dodd'e Dyspepsia Tabmodern style aquarium. It Is In the lets for Indigestion have been proved.
shape ot a huge fish bowl On the 60c per box. Adv.
outside of the bowl are painted black
Discharged.
leaves and stems and flowers, and in
"What's the new office boy's name.'1
the bottom of the bowl, instead of the
"Qunn."
usual gravel, are a lot of Jade mar-. "Fire him."
bles. The color effect with the coppery fish flashing in the bowl Is lovely.
Pllee Cured la 6 to 14 Dayt
PAZO OINTMENT
Dnnfiitl ntnnd money II BlMdlnt
High Satin Boots for Evening.
ot Protni.
fail! to cur Itchlm, Blind,
The shoe shops are showing tatln lufPUM. PirM application ioi rollU. fo
boots In all the evening colors for
A Russian It not of age until bis
wear with dance frocke and In beau
twenty-sixtyear,
brocades
tiful
at well,
A

Mrs.

A.

1
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO,
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Just Once!

Try "Godson's Liver Tone" When Bilious, Const!,
pated, Headachy Don't Lose a Day's Work.

Liven op your sluggish liver! Feel back guarantee that each spoonful
Dne and cheerful; make your work a will clean
your sluggish liver better
pleasure; be vigorous and full of am- than a dose of nasty calomel and that

bition. But take no nasty, danger-ou- t
calomel, because it makes you
ick and you may lose a day's work.
Calomel la mercury or quicksilver,
wbicb causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes Into sour bile like
dynamite, breaking It up. That's
when you feel that awful nausea and
cramping.
Listen to me! If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever experienced just
take a spoonful of harmless Dodson's
Liver Tone. Your druggist or dealer
ells you a 60 cent bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tcue under my personal money- -

it won't make

you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone la real liver
medicine. You'll know It next morning, because you will wake up feeling fine, your liver will be working,
your headache and dlzzinesa gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowela regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone Is entirely
vegetable, therefore harmless and
cannot salivate. Give It to your children. Millions of people are using
Dodson's Liver Tone instead of dangerous calomel now. Your druggist
will tell you that the sale of calomel
Is almost stopped entirely here.

i

The Lack.
"Ah, Jones, are you here?"
"You don't need an answer;
need an oculist."

How He Dscrlbed

It.

The newly arrived 'citizen from
you Italy was trying his best to buy a
colander, but could not make the clerk
understand what he wanted. The clerk
showed him several VInds of pans, but
at each he shook his head. Finally
FALLING HAIR MEANS
he got an idea.
"Giv-- a
me dis-kind," he said. "Ze
DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE water go ahead, ze macaroni stop."
a

DUST BOX FOR WINTER

CLEAN AND OIL THE HARNESS

Methods

Good Plan to Perform the Task lmme
diattly After Year's Work Is
Finished in thi Fall.
,.

of

Lice
Eradicating
Practiced by Poultrymen.

Outdoor Wallow Shown In Illustration
Is Simple In Construction and
Efficient In Operation Lice
Powder Recipe.
During the winter and early spring
months hens are likely to be infested
with lice. . This Is often because they
are confined to the poultry house dur
ing this period and do not have access
to their accustomed dust wallow.
Two methods of eradicating lieu are
comincnly practiced by poultrymen
One Is to dust each hen with a good
lice powder; the other Is to provide
a dust wallow.
Beth cf these methods have disad
vantages. The first requires consider
able labor, f:r experience has proved
that two applications of lice powder
eight cr ten days apart, are necessary
thoroughly to rid the fowl cf lice. The
second method, consisting of an open
or partly inclosed box filled with dust
ing material and located In the poultry
house, Is unhealthy and harmful.
A box that will not fill the air of
the pen with particles of dust Is an
improvement. The outdoor wallow
shown in the illustration is simple
in construction and efficient in opera'
tlon. It may be constructed of a box
or any kind of lumber.
One side of the box is removed and
replaced by a cellar sash. A standard

Whenever You Need a General Tonic

Save Your Hairt Get a 23 Cent Bottle
of Danderlne Right Now Also
The Old
chill Tonic
Stops Itching Scalp.
eral Tonic
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair Is mute evidence of a neglected
calp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of Its luster, its strength and Its very
life; eventually producing a feverish-nes- s
and Itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied cauBea the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast A little Danderlne
tonight now any time will surely
lave your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton't
Danderlne from any store, and after
the first application your hair will
take on that life, luster and luxuriance
which is so beautiful. It will become
wavy and fluffy and have the appearance of abundance; an Incomparable
gloss and softness, but what , will
please you most will be after just a
few weeks' use, when you will actually see a lot of fine, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp. Adv.

Ho

I

Take Grove's

t they automo

DON'T GAMBLE

that your heart's all right. Make
sure. Take "Renovlna" a heart and

; 1.00.

Extremes Meeting.
She My dear, the coal's all
He And I'm all in!

Adv.

out

8ometlmes Apply It Lightly.
For cuts, burns, scalds, soreB and
open wounds always apply Hanford'i
Balsam lightly, but be sure that It
covers and gets to the bottom of the
wound. A few light applications are
generally all that Is needed to heal
this class of difficulties. Adv.
Love and coins cay be tested by the
ring.

No Faddism.
"Do you believe in telepathy?"
No; our doctor Is a good old

iF YOU HAVE
Malaria or Plica. Sick Headache, Costive
Doweis, uunn Ague, sour Momacn, ana
belching; If your food doa not assimilate and
you have no appetite,

AVOID A DOCTOR'S BILL
on the first of the month by taking
now a bottle of Mansfield Cough Balsam for that hacking, hollow cough.
Price 25c and 5,0c Adv.

lull's

Diverting the Funds.
"Jack's father sent him money to
hire a tutor."

will remedy the

troubles . Price, 25 ccots.
dim-rue- .

it-fle-
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un-

favorable stnsnna with Kreateat proilt and
yields ovi record. The proof sent free. 100 II. a
seed 15. tSugur l.ouf 1 linn, Vouni:vllle, N. V,
N. U.,

Oklahoma City, No.
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simply ask for a
package of
"Anurlc" manufactured by Dr. Pierce,
or even write Dr. Pierce for a large
trial package (10c). If you suspect
kidney or bladder trouble, send him a
sample of your watei and describe
symptoms. Dr. Pierce's chemist will
examine it, then Dr. Pierce will report
to you without fee or charge.
NOTE.
"Anurlc" is thirty-sevetimes more active than llthla in eliminating uric acid, and is a harmless but
reliable chemical compound that may
be safely given to, children, but should
be used only by grown-up- s
who actually wish to restore their kidneys to
perfect health, by conscientiously
using one box or more in extrema
cases as "Anurlc" (thanks to Dr.
Pierce's achievement) is by far tea
most perfect kidney and bladder cor
rector obtainable.

Rheumatism!
How is rheumatism recognized? Some have
is a dull pain.
Rheumatism is a sharp pain.
Rheumatism is sore muscles.
Rheumatism is stiff joints.

Rheumatism
All have declared

said-Rheum-

atism

is a shifting pain.
Rheumatism is Pain

Sloan's Liniment applied :

The blood begins to flow freely the body's
warmth is renewed the congestion disappearsthe pain is gone.

Sloan's
Liniment
KILLS PAIN

one-hal-

three-fourth-

s

50-ce-

n

(GUARANTEED)

Rheumatism and allied pains yield to the penetrating qualities of this warming liniment.
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muddy.
A long, narrow portable rack which
can be moved from place to place Is

Trade-Mar- k
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and get a complete set of Oneida Community
Par Plate Silverware free. Guaranteed 1 Oyears.
Beautiful Bridal Wreath pattern. Send us the
coupon below and we will teli you all about it.

Nine Kinds Skinner's Products
1

3

Eft

7 Soup Rises
S Alphabaloa

4 Cut Macaroni
5 Cut Spachetti
Elbows

Macaroni

2 Spaghetti

Needles

Vamicalli

These delicious foods can be prepared 58
d
different ways to take the place of
meat dishes. An economical, hearty food,
high-price-

perfectly balanced.

,

Skinner's Macaroni Products are made from the
finest durum wheat, in the largest and cleanest
macaroni factory in America.
Get
complete set ol Oneida Community
Par Plate Silverware with Skinner's Macaroni
Products. Send the coupon for full de- tails. No obligation whatever. In the
M,""
meanumo uuj uaumcf a piuuuvto
Dsat. 0
at your grocer's (cheaper if you
Osaka, risk.
pieaM send ma
get them by the case 54
full information
packages; ana save tne
how I can obtain
circle containing tne
da Community
mm signature.
All good
at
Silverwara
Pr PIwith
FREE
Skinnai'a
grocers sen
Macaroni
Product.
Macaroni Products.
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Skinner Mfg. Co.

PEN FOR FODDER

Cattle do not relish fodder after it
has been trampled on or is soiled and

Save
the
a...
o;

Macaroni and
Spaghetti Products

Imrttit Matmrmi
factory in Amtucm

Omaha
Such Is Life.

Even the worm will
a butterfly.

--

perhaps

as)

AdJ,
. State--

Town....

Neb.

"Life is just one darned thing after
another."
"What's the matter now?"
"I've been taking dancing lessons
for six months just to please my wife,
and now I've got to begin all over
again and learn to dance on skates."

f

nZ

a

af

D.pt.D

two-ligh-

Inferior Quality of Seed Is Given as
Chief Reason for Small Average
In United States.

Newest Discovery in Chemistry

y

t
sash 13 cheap, and pro
size,
vides Budlcient light to make f.he wal
low attractive. The top should slops
somewhat, so it will shed water, and
should be covered with roofing paper
The rear side of the box, next to the
poultry house, is also removed, with
the exception of a single board eight
inches high at the bottom, which holds
in the dusting material. On each side
of the box, directly under the roof,
poultry netting is used to cover the
opening caused by the slope. The free
circulation of air thus maintained
tends to settle the dust.
The opening leading from the house
to the wallow is covered with a piece
of muslin which is slit in the middle
This keeps the dust from coming Into
(
the house.
The dusting material used in the
box Is worthy of mention. Three parts
sand, one part land plaster or gypsum
and a quart of lice powder will be
A gcod recipe for
found effective.
lice powder Is as follows:
f
Place two and
pounds of
plaster of paris in a pan. Then mix
of a pint of
together
of a pint of 95
gasoline and
per cent crude carbolic acid. Stir the
plaster cf lara while you add the
liquid. When th&roughly mixed the
material should be rather crumbly. It
should then be dried and Bitted, when
it is ready for use. Keep In a tight
can or jar. ,

CAUSE OF POOR CORN YIELD

ANURIC!
The
This Is a recent discovery of Dr.
tierce, who is head of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo,
N. Y. Experiments at Dr. Pierce's
Hospital for several years proved that
there is no other eliminator of uric
acid that can be compared to it. For
those easily recognized symptoms of
Inflammation as backache, scalding
urine and frequent urination, as well
as sediment in the urine, or if uric
acid In the blood has caused rheumatism, it Is simply wonderful how surely "Anurlc" acts. The best of results are
always obtained in cases of acute
rheumatism in the joints, In gravel
and gout, and invariably the pains and
stiffness which so frequently and persistently accompany the disease rap-Idldisappear.
Go to your nearest drug store and

Rear View of Oust Box.
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Fodder That Has Been Trampled Upon, or Is Soiled and Muddy,, Is
Not Relished by Stock.

one-fourt-

Pills

Mltchcll'i Early Double Proline Cotton
boll weevil Insects,
frost and

"Well?"
"He hired a chauffeur said that
was the kind of tooter he needed."
W.

EXCELLENT

Natural Conclusion.
see the West fears a horse

nerve tonic. Price 50c and

Harness should be cleanori at Iaft
once and where it Is used continuously, twice each year. It Is a gooi plan
to clr-athe farm harness Immediate,
ly after the year's work is finished in
the full or winter. The harness which
Is kept well cleaned and oiled will
wear a great deal longer and give less
trouble than one that is not. Moreover, it Is more comfortable to the
horse.
In the first place the harness should
be taken entirely apart and all the
buckles and metal parts removed; The
leather Is then suhjocted to a thorough washing, In rain water if pos
sible, to which has been added a
handful of good washing pewder.
Thirty minutes soaking will assist
greatly In removing the dirt. After
scaking, lay the straps out on' a
smooth board laid crosswise of the
tub or vat and scrub with a stiff
brush. After washing, bang the pieces
up to dry, rub them with harness
blacking which will prevent their
turning red.
When completely dry, take a cloth
and rub the harness until it takes on
a polish and always rub the leather
with the grain. After polishing apply,
a day or two apart, two coats of
neat's-foo- t
oil to which has been added a little kerosene and a small
amount of lampblack.
Leave the harness hang till dry, but
do not put it In the sun or too clcse
to artificial heat. Sponge it off with
castile soap and water to prevent
fasten the pieces together and
it is ready for use. Occasional sponging with soap throughout the year
will keep it in good shape.
gum-mlnes- s,

Standard Grove's Tasteless
is equally valuable a. a Gen
because it contains the we1!
known tonic properties of QUININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver. Drives out
Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds
up the Whole System. SO cents

famine.
She W hy ? Haven
biles out there?

SENTINEL

.

Strategy.
"Mother, If a poor hungry little boy
was to come to the back door and ask
for something to eat, would you give
him that piece of pie that was left
over from dinner?""
"Yes, Willie, I think I should."
"Well, Just wait a minute till I run
around to the back door."
You can easily convince a loser that
It is wrong to gamble.

The wise woman marries for
Nine thousand Scotchmen went to
tection as well as for revenue.
Canada last year.

Good Rack for Fodder.

v

an excellent pen in which to feed such
roughage.

.

,.v.

Hi

pro-
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PLANTING FOR BEST RESULTS
Place Tree Roots In Connection With
. Soil
as Nearly as Possible
as Before Removal.
i
The perfection of planting consists
In placing the tree roots in connection
with the soil as nearly as possible in
the same direction as that in vhlch
they were before removal and but
slightly cne or two Inches deeper
than the tree stood in the nursery.
If the season la very dry it will be a
gcod plan to give each tree a bucketful or two of water when nearly dene
planting.
Planting should not be done too
early net before the leaves will coae
off easily. They must in no case be
left on the trees, even for an hcur or
two after digging, as they carry off
moisture rapidly, and the trees would
scon be wilted to a certain extent;
and to strip eff the leaves by hand
before their office is completed is not
good plan. The planting may con
tinue as long as the soil works well
(is not wet and sticky) and the ground
not too hard.

y
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The Wonderful

is Harmless

Dirt Loosener

It makes dirt FALL out of clothes without even the rubbing that
The average per acre yield of corn
26
harmful
the United States is less than
quick cleaning compounds require.
s
Avoid the work of old style soap. Avoid the injuring to clothes
bushels not half a crop.
and hands of new style quick cleaning powder.
Poor seed is the greatest cause cf
the poor yield cf corn. Just one small
elght-cunc- e
car of corn added to each
hill will raise the average In the
United States to 52 bushels per acre,
double the yield and value of the crop
Is entirely NEW and different It contains no acids, alkalies,
and add about $1,700,000,000 to Its N0CULATE LAND FOR CLOVER
poisons or harmful ingredients. It will not harm the most delitotal value.
cate fabrics. It washes colored clothes without fading woolens
Corn from a standpoint of acreage
without shrinking or hardening, and positively will not rot or
Sow Seed Two or Three Years In Suc
yield and value exceeds every other
weaken lace curtains so they tear easily, but keeps them
cession Until Vigorous Growth
crop.
besides absolutely dean.
strong
of
Been
Secured.
LegumeiHas
Wherever corn Is grown there ycu
Sticks
3
for 25c less than 2c washing
find
land and prosperouo
Land can be Inoculated for crimson
Gold by all Druggist and Grocers everywhere. If yours doesn't handle it. show him this
people.
ad he'll get it for you. Or send 25c in stamp to A. B. Richard Co., Sherman.Tex.
No ether crcp can replace corn, but clover, vetch and alfalfa or sweet
on
two
seed
or
clover
the
it
by
sowing
DISTRIBUTORS
corn can readily take the place of any
three years in succession. If this
other grain crop.
Williamson-Halsell-Frazi- er
Company
Corn is put to a greater number of method is chosen, a small plot of a
Oklahoma City, Guthrie, Elk City, Chiekasha, Shawnee and Altus
may be set aside and the
uses than any other crop that grows. quarter-acrThere are greater possibilities for crop planted each fall or spring until
the
of the legume
improvement, yield and quality of and vigorous growth
the nodules on the rocta prove
corn than any other crop.
that the land is Inoculated. Then dirt
may be hauled from this and scattered
SILO IS SAFEST INVESTMENT over the other land to be Inoculated.
Another way to get the farm inocu
Prize Awarded to Western Canada to
Practical Form of Insurance Against lated Is to sow just a little of the
Wheat,
Barley, Alfalfa and
seed mentioned above with some other
Shortage of Feed at Critical
Western Canada at the Soil Products
The
of
Time During Winter.
winnings
in
not
cultivated and
that
crop that is
Exposition et Denver were easily made. The list
way. get the inoculation distributed
comprised Wheat, Oats, Barley and Grasses, the most
A silo is the safest Investment a over the entire place.
important being the prizes for Wheat and Oats and
farmer who keeps stock can make. It
However, the quicker and better
sweep stake on Alfalfa.
of
a
is
insurance plan is to get some dirt from afield
practical form
No less important than the splendid quality of Western
against shortage of feed at a critical that has grown the plant or get a
Canada's wheat and other grains, is the excellence of
tine.
commercial culture and inoculate the
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
In
flock
It maintains the herd and
seed and make a success the first time,
A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
country.
better condition and mere economicaltopped the market in that city for quality and price.
ly in winter and supplements pastures
Some Ferns a Pest.
W.ittrs CaaaJa fniwed h 1915
as stack wheal
during summer drought.
Two kinds of ferns have become
as all ef tie Uiit4 States, er ever 30,000,000 kuaaU
It may also save a corn crop hit by serious weed pests In the United
an untimely frost, for frosted corn can States namely, the
fern
Canada in proportion to population has a greater
be utilized In this way which would and the brake. It has been found
exportame surplus of wheat this year than any
otherwise be almost a total loss.
that cutting off the tops, close to the
country in the world, and at present prices you
can figure out the revenue for the pro
soil surface twice a year for two yean
ducer. In Western Canada you will find
Good
Need
Roofs.
will
out
kill
all
of
the
ferns.
nearly
Hoghouses
good markets, splendid schools, excep
The hoghouse should have as good
tional social conditions, perfect climata
a roof as any building on the farm. A
Easy to Improve Tomato.
and other great attractions, Thar
It would not be easy to find a fruit Is na war fax on land aad no conscription.
leaky roof is death to .early spring
Is
very uncomfortable that can be more rapidly improved by
pigs and also
nphlet and ask for reduced railway rates, information
to beat 3ca4Jona.fta,
t Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or
for the older hogs at any time. The careful selection or run out more raphog will pay as good returns for quar- idly by careless handling than the to
O. A. COOK, 2012 Mala St., Kansas City, Ma.
ters as any animal on the farm.
mato.
in

Richards' Magic Washing Stick

a

high-price-

e

BumperGoodGrain
Crops
Markets High Prices
Oat,
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO.

STtNTlNEL

PCQTEJOUAL 0ABD3

DC

Dr. W. LEMINO.

ittaMA

Practice Limiiku to
Eye, Car, Nose & Throat

a the pest eUe
I MS of CMgMM
Xew Meadte
Mm
MTt,"
,

t,

ate

Office, first stairway

Vorenberg Hotel.
Subscription oh dollar per year.
Tvcumcari,
A4Twtklag rates finished en Ap

ANNOUNCEMENT

east of the
New Mex.

'lcatioa.

As the San Jon Mercantile Company,
I
is
disorganized,
being,
Incorporated,
Comto
this
debt
in
all
parties
request
- actheir
settle
and
come
in
pany to
counts at once.

KOYAL A. PRENTICE

J. T. White, editor and manager.
Foreman
A. F. White '

Attorn tr at Law
Oflice next to Land Oflice.
Tucumcari, New Mexico.

COCKTY OFKlCKRi

Sheriff

JESSE T, WHITE

J. F, Ward.

U. S. CommissioSer.
D. J. Finegan.
G. Pearson,
New Mexico.
San Jon,
D.
J.
Cutlip.
probate Judge
Assessor J. L. Briscoe..
The W. O. W, meets each secMr.
Superintendent ol Schools
ond and fourth Saturday. Visitng
E. Pack.
sovertgns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins. C. C
Surveyor A. R. Moses.
C. L.Oweu, Clerk.

Probate Clerk
Treasurer-L- ee

--

In order to reduce stock and raise money, I am

R. P. Donoboo.

Register
Keceiver

PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL

Felipe Sanchez y Baca.

shoc&9 cloth
in
wonderful
bargain
soine
ottering
ing, mens punte9 etc.

IritlVATE
ComMonday the Iotcr-stat- e
merce Commissioners met at
cumcari, and those who nad any
matters to take up with them in
discriminating freight rates bad
the opportunity to present their
grievences. Mr. C L. Owen, W.
W. Bennett and C O. Armstro ng
were there to represent San Jon,
and a delegation from Endee, com.
posed of Wash Hatson, Will
Pbipps, and others, represented
their community, with the assist-onc- e
of attorney R. A.' Prentice,
of Tucutncari.
We trust these parties who
were interested in bringing these
matters to the attention of the
Commission, will be the means of
i;ctting these matters more prop
erly adjusted.

Herring Building
--

TUCUMCARI, NEW MEX.
All surgical and medical cases

re-

ceived, except contagious diseases.
Competent nurses in attendance
day and night.
A. D. Catterson
Dr. B. F. Herring-D- r.
130

Residence Phone

Yours For Business

I

99

HOSPITAL PHONE

100

C. L. Owen.

ELK HOTEL
AND 13ATII
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month
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STEAM HEAT
CLEAN COMFORTABLE PLACE
COME and SEE US.
Kates 50 & 75 el.'" Rooms by week or
t

J.

;

Tucuuic&ri,

D. Loveludy. Prop
New Mex.

"

.

--

PROGRAM

Sesse T. White.

N.
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Ou the Third Sunday at either
service you will place in the small
Tre looked up your family tree," envelope what offering you are
said the genealogist, "but I doubt 11
for the pastor's
vnn will km Blaaaed with 1L
Tour raking monthly

everv
States,
according to the Geological Sur
vey. This estimate does not inThe im
clude the Great Basin.
r
waa hanged for salary.
was
murder; your greatgrandfather
praycr. mectjDg each Wtdnes-nnaisou- mensity of the contribution may be
for robbery; your grandfa- ;
better comprehended wheu it is retiter wae tarred and feathered for beat-- !y n,Knt
Unitfete Ma wife. That's sot
very good j Sunday School cverv Sunday alized that the surface of the
recordV t ftr "I should say It la,"
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square
ed
5,088,500
States
Oclock.
Ten
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W
11m
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Z. T. McDaniel, Supt. miles
better
with
saowa the faaally la getting
rm an Improve-asea- t
tell, generation,
Read over carefully your Final
oo the entire bunch never been
"for the Sentinel Now
Subscribe
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those
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READERS PLEASENOTICE
Subscribe for your home paper

.

i,

Hrnan.v.

.

.'

first, then subscribe for the EU
Paso Morning Times, the only!
Associated?
paper printing the Full
Press news every day in the yearj
and
between San Antonio. Texas,
t
Los Angeles California.
The El Paso Times is the largest!
and best daily in the southwest be-- 1
tween the two above named cities,
and is always the earliest paper,
S
with the latest news. It has more'
complete market reports sport news
and social news, than any other
paper in the southwest and has an
eight-pag- e
comic, magazine and.
Pink Sheet Sporting Sections in
You ran Jmvn a Lo.iutiful Stercli pbr.o "n your own liome for?0 daynfrco trial I
Lucile Jenuings, every Sundays paper.
trl:hout
Tayine aiiytlung in afivRncc. .Ml we asi; is tnai jl iu vm piny upon, iii'- H
and
Pntso
dailv
fc.1
Francis White, if you want an
for
((iys ,f nt l!ifi cnJ ofin lhat timei
has
motto
it
the
to
is
true
..,
every wn;
and finest pinno
one
that
tonrl
,,,.;i..
i,,,,,,.
Wernet.
i"'it
Charles
.Till iu tatx
Uc r.wv.tr, vou :11c nt perfect litirty twirnd it back, nn t w
AU 1 "i
First
Tr;rct
Now
of
adopted
Tiano mv.n mske good with y,,
This t'ttu-eOld Fashioned Love Song,
'l'y
t!, M$H loth
J
Mrs. Denton. ways" subscribe for the LI Ipso' r tWrP , ,u, jft...
Times.
Miss Purpell, Morning
317 Paymenls
Save 5130.GO or Marc
Rtcitation,
f; lory, nt
J Wi liit' riixt to
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''
STUDIO
Orville Denton,
yi
BROS.
in
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SALE
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MMi liini
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' '
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Miss Dresser, Best equipped studio in this part
i
j "' t.ie I'ni'i'T tliin y.,i
J. A. Atkins. of the Southwest. Kodak finish i'HUutliy wt'"ta'.i &jkup uu
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Alsdorf.
Mrs.,
Mr.and
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Mail
Song,
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Stai-ca
v
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ing
Player Phrri
i
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Debate
i
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fi!m3. Prompt service.
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Fruit Diet and Beauty.
A diet of oranges will clear muddy
T & M TIME TABLE.
complexions and reduce superabundant curves. Lemon, taken internally,
Daily.
quenches thirst and prevents the bad
habit of overindulgence in ice water. No. 43, Passenger West 5: 25 km
Lemons clear the akin, assist digesNo. 42, Passenger East 5:00 a.m
tion and have u tendency to rid one
ot obesity. Applied externally, they
Daily except Sunday.
arc a bleach which will remove stains No. 91, Local Frt.West 4:25 p.m.
from fingers and neck, freckles from
92, Local Frt. East 8:27 a.m.
arms and cheeks and other sallow
O.R. DENTON, Agent.
blemishes. Pineapple will sweeten
the voice, restore the quality if it has
grown husky and assist digestion,
which means that it will help to beautify the complesion.
Apricots are
PRAYER MEETING.
tiled for the same purpose and are
much favored by the Orientals.
Every Tuesday 2 P. M. Baptist To the Editor:
!
Church. All ladies are invited to
For the information
i
All Averse to Drugs.
attend.
of your patrons you may mention
It is the dictum of scientists that it
in yaur paper mat me usis 01 vaIs better te suffer the worst torments
cant school sections in your vacin-it- y
from pain and torture from sleeplessness than to resort to the allurements
METHODIST CHURCH
are now ready for distribution
and temporary soothing and lullabies
DIRECTORY
to those interested.
of drugs, for once the drug habit is
formed the victim is directly within
Thanking you in aJvance for
the grasp of the devil and damnation.
may give tbis
Preaching on the First and any puplicity you
This la the testimony of all who have
I am,
submitted to the lure of opium, mor- Third Sunday, morning and eve matter,
v
Yours
respectfully,
heroin
phine, chloral, hashish, cocaine,
the
by
ning,
pastor.
and kindred drugs, which have so mul
R. P. Eryine,
In connection with the morning
tiplied within the last few years as
Santa Fe, N. M.
Commiss'rontr.
lo tell the whole story of the increase service on the First Sundays will
ot the habit, which may be accepted
be the Communion of the Lord's
m a large sense as indicative of the
An average of 95 tons of soil
increase ot insomnia and the condi- Supper and a collection 'or the
tions that lead to insomnia.
and loose rock is washed into the
poor.
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REGISTERED VETERINARIQueer Salutations.
The prostration and the Balaam, salLiterary Society, Friday, Feb. 11.
AN.
utations that many Orientals use, are
Tty School
also a memi1er practicioners Song,
nly more pronounced forms of the
Lois Owen,
hotr. So there is a connection be- vetekinar medical association. Recitatioa.
Located
At
tween the embrace, so common in
Permanently
Virginia Wernet,
clTilised countries, and the greeting SAN JON,
NEW MEXICO.
Jack Pearson,
of a' member of the Kolart tribe ot
McDaniel's Wagon
British New Guinea, who, la saluting Office:
Lila McDaniel
Yard.
a missionary, placed one arm about
his ,neck and stroked him under- the
Ely Hoggs,
Among- the Masai, and the
Inez Kelly,
Ukerewe, it is a mark of respect to
Armstrong,
or
an
a
Embry
stranger
greet
acquaintance
by epitting at him. Almost as strango
Esther Jennings,
Is the'eustom ascribed to the Tibetans
Sidney lieckwith.
ef sticking out the tongue by way
Notary Public
of salutation. , Rubbing noses is quite
Dialogue
common. The Burmese and many
San Jon,
Ray Griffiths
tribes or Eskimos, Laplanders and Sentinel
Recitation,
Mex.
New
ifalays do so.
building.
Ora McDaniel,

(
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DEALER IN EVERYTHING.

M. S. CALDWELL.
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OTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

of

01.1219
010977
Tipton,
Mrf. I. D. Starclier
01;W4
Oklahoma, arrived here Wednes- Department of the Interior U. S Depnrtment (f tlie Interior U.'' S
Land Offlce at Tucumcari. N. M Land Offu'o at Tucumcari, N. M.
day to visit her parents, Mr. and December 10, 1915.
December, 10, 1015.
Mrs. A. J. Stemple during their
Notice Is hereby given that Enoch
Noliee Is hereby glren that Jim
sickness.
15. Gates, of Hard, n.
r., who, on jW. Knlght.of San Jon, N. M., who,
i .Inly 1.1, 11)12,
ma'lo Additional
A new girl arrived at the home March 3oth, 1900. m.ido Original
No. OlMJt, tor
moii77
.Homestead
No.
for
Homestead
SWt
Entry,
Entry
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Durham
Sl"l-Iff. 1912, made Add"l
whoon
U,
Seetloa,
and,
April
Tjalilp HJf.
last week and all are doing well. Ild.'Kntry Ho.
for North Ilange IME, s. M. P, Meridian, ha.Mr. and Mrs. Hill Craia are also wesl' Sec.7 Township 11 N,, ilange liled notice nf intention to make final
a5E, N. M. P. Meridian, lias filed no- - three year Proof, to establish claim
the proud parents of a new girl.
tlceof hitention to make final live to the land above described, npforo
Mr. Ilershei New went to aan year on Original and on Addition - Jcise T. White, U. S. Commissioner,
:t
m.
Jon Thursday to transact some al year Proof, to establish claim to at San Jon m. on the lsMi day of
1918,
land
above
.'esse
before
the
described,
January,
business at the land ofiicc
T .'White, I. t, Commissioner, al
Claimant names as witnesses:
Kan
L. Uciige, Charles W. Als
New
Richard
on
Jon,
21st
the
Mexico,
V.Kf and Mvrtle Porter
' day of Fcbruarv, 1)I0.
dorf,
Welden, and Clarence
Charley
were visitors at the homo of Ira: V'. . tilWItll, illiini: n. ii(). Armstrong, all of San juu, f. M.
Il..7fin.
Lee Jackson, Wold D. Wright, of
Stemple Sunday.
11. P. Doriohoo,
Register,
N. M. ltlchatd L, Ilcngo of
Porter,
workMr. Powers who has been
San Jon, N. M, and Sam D. Roberts,
ing on the plains for some time of Bard, N. M.
O'd newspapers; for sale tit
has come home to see his folks
Ii. P. Donohoo, Kcglster
oflice
soc vti buudred.
why have tbo wboipj'?g ciugb.
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